
Chapter 281:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
BLOOD STREAK
The corners of Lu Yuan's mouth raised, and a slight smile appeared.

Lu Yuan knows that it is difficult to use space to move under the gaze
of the Green Dog, but the transformation position of Lu Yuan and the
Shadow Clone in the Shadow Sanctuary cannot be disturbed by the
Green Dog.

He had already prepared a few shadow clones in the distance before,
and if there was any danger, he could change positions at any time.

Just like that, Lu Yuan could catch the green dog by surprise.

He looked at the badly injured green dog and narrowed his eyes
slightly. He found that his strength was stronger than he originally
thought.

Combining combat skills in different fields, the combat power
possessed is extremely huge.

And this green dog should be much better than the old man Li Xinghai
they met before. If it is based on the current strength of the green dog,
I am afraid that he can't seriously hurt him, right?

It is the same even if the Holy Grade Charm is used.

Apart from anything else, the scream of the green dog alone cannot
be resisted by a powerful emperor of the battle emperor level. As long
as one scream, the emperor will be disabled if he does not die.

Lu Yuan thought in his heart, but his actions did not stop. He once
again condensed a group of shadow clones and rushed towards the
green dog, and at the same time, a circle of gray silence appeared in
his eyes again.
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Illusive gray palms appeared on the seriously injured green dog's
head again, and pointed at the green dog.

At this moment, the green dog that was quickly treating his injuries
suddenly trembled violently and uttered a painful scream.

His wound, which had healed a lot, cracked open again, green blood
spurted out, and his breath became a lot chaotic.

Not only that, there is a lot of decadence in the green dog's breath.

The hand of death caused a better effect after the green dog was
seriously injured.

At this moment, a group of shadow clones have approached the
green dog, and the sword light flashing with stardust once again cut
out, slashing towards the green dog whose breath has become
extremely weak.

Hundreds of sword light auras are terrifying.

Just as Jianguang approached the green dog, the green dog suddenly
roared, and the strange blood-colored lines on his body suddenly
sparkled with blood- colored rays.

Even the originally green Lin Armor was stained with blood red.

The blood flowed around, wrapping the green dog that was so badly
wounded that it was difficult to avoid the sword light attack, forming a
blood-colored egg.

The sword light fell on the blood-colored eggshell, and it roared. The
blood- colored eggshell shook, but it failed to break.

Lu Yuan frowned sharply, and ordered a group of shadow clones, six
enhanced floating cannons, and himself to attack.

The sum of these attacks is almost equivalent to more than a dozen
saints attacking at the same time.



The terrifying aura surged, and even the Shadow Sanctuary showed
signs of shaking, and the space was constantly torn, revealing a
series of black cracks.

All the attacks fell on the scarlet eggshell, and the scarlet eggshell
appeared cracks.

Just when the blood-colored eggshell was about to be broken, a roar
sounded, and ** light emerged from the blood-colored eggshell, and
the terrifying force surged, which was doubled compared to before.

Lu Yuan frowned tightly, looking at the shining blood light in shock.

I didn't expect that the green dog would have such a method. This
breath made Lu Yuan feel the pressure far more than before, and
even felt the threat of life.

At this moment, a ** light flashed by, and a terrifying aura emerged
behind Lu Yuan, his pupils shrank, and he quickly exchanged
positions with the shadow clone and appeared in the distance.

Lu Yuan in the distance took a look at the direction he was in before,
and he found that the shadow clone he had exchanged had been
shattered, and at its original location, there was a blood-red body
with a pair of giant wings covered with dark red film on its back. dog.

Lu Yuan's intuition was immediately reflected, and this was the green
dog before.

However, at this moment, the green dog's wound has completely
recovered, as if it has returned to its heyday.

The green dog looked at Lu Yuan, the original cunning and cold green
eyes had completely turned blood red at this moment, full of
tyrannical aura.

It screamed, and the next moment, the shadow clone around Lu Yuan
burst open again, cracks appeared on the surface of his body, and his
brain was extremely painful.



The power of that scream is much stronger than before.

Lu Yuan hardly hesitated, created a shadow clone in the extreme
distance, and then directly chose to exchange.

As soon as exchanged, Lu Yuan felt that the previous dark clone had
lost contact.

was obviously killed.

And Lu Yuan uses the gift of life in cooperation with the wings of light
to heal himself, while continuing to create shadow clones in every
corner of the shadow sanctuary.

This alienated fierce beast seems to have evolved, and its strength is
much stronger than before. Lu Yuan needs to fight this alienated
fierce beast even more roundabout.

"Slippy human!"

A scream sounded in Lu Yuan's mind,making Lu Yuan's mind buzzing.

Lu Yuan saw the green dog appear on his left side, and patted him
with his paw.

He narrowed his eyes, his figure flickered, avoiding the claw attack,
and at the same time the heavy sword slashed towards the green
dog's side.

The speed of the green dog was faster than Lu Yuan had imagined. It
almost evaded the attack in an instant, and at the same time, its tail,
like a long whip, swept towards Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan just felt a flash of red light, then his body flew upside down,
and severe pain emerged.

He glanced at the spot he had been swept over, which was the chest
of the battle armor.



Even if it was a genetic weapon of Tier 6 Saint-level, some dents
appeared in the tail-sweeping at this moment. The huge power fell on
Lu Yuan through the battle armor, and even broke his defensive
ability.

However, Lu Yuan's gift of life,Wing of Light, and even the body of the
stars have the ability to recover, especially the gift of life, which is
quite good at recovery.

Lu Yuan just started to suffer from pain, but he has already recovered.

At this time, the evolved green dog appeared on Lu Yuan's side again
and attacked Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan's face was condensed, his body turned into a dark clone,
avoiding the attack.

At the same time, Lu Yuan made every effort to create shadow clones,
leaving a hundred shadow clones distributed in the shadow sanctuary
farther away from the green dog, which is convenient for avoiding
attacks. The remaining shadow clones are all under Lu Yuan's control.
Rushed towards the green dog.

The strength of the green dog at the moment is stronger than that of
Lu Yuan, but this is not a problem. As long as he can continue to
recover his injuries and spiritual power, Lu Yuan can consume it with
this green dog.

While thinking like this, Lu Yuan shook the green dog again, and the
hand of death appeared again.

Just when the hand of death was scratching the green dog, the body
of the green dog disappeared in place, avoiding the attack of the
hand of death.

Lu Yuan's pupils shrunk slightly, he hadn't been able to escape before,
but now he can escape it?



Lu Yuan's spiritual power surged wildly, staring at the green dog, the
gray light in his eyes became more and more intense.

In the next moment, a wisp of gray mist appeared on the green dog
that had almost torn half of the shadow clone. Then his body became
stiff, and all aspects were weaker than before.

Lu Yuan's death-controlling hand directly acted on the green dog, and
the effect was still somewhat.

The green dog hit by the hand of death suddenly turned his head and
glanced at Lu Yuan.

Then Lu Yuan's face turned pale, and four pairs of Light Wings
shattered directly behind him, and the other two pairs became
extremely dim. He coughed up a mouthful of blood, and a green mist
spilled out of the blood.

Lu Yuan didn't even want to gather Bright Wings again.

Bright Wings appeared, and a sharp pain came out of Lu Yuan's body,
and green mists seemed to be purified, spilling out of Lu Yuan's body.

During this process, Lu Yuan continued to control the shadow clone
and the floating cannon to attack the green dog.

At the same time, he even uses the space system of extraordinary
genes to directly choose the space that solidifies the green dog's
body.

Although it is difficult for the green dog who also possesses the power
of space to confine it, it can also interfere with its actions and slow
down its speed.

This requires a lot of energy from Lu Yuan. If it is one-on-one, Lu
Yuan's use of space power like this may not be worth the loss, but
now it is not one-on- one. Lu Yuan can make the shadow clone and
the floating cannon attack, and the shadow clone can block. It doesn't



need to be consumed in the front, and he doesn't need to charge in
front, only needs to consume spiritual energy.

Of course, if the shadow clone was emptied by a scream in a short
time, then Lu Yuan would have to face the green dog's frontal attack
temporarily.

Fortunately, Lu Yuan himself was extremely strong. Although it was a
little worse than the Green Dog, he could barely resist the attack until
the shadow clone formed again.

Under the action of the space force, the green dog's speed really
slowed down a bit.

Facing the siege of the shadow clone, the green dog even had to
gather the light shield again to resist the attack, instead of relying on
speed to dodge as before.

Moreover, the speed at which the Green Dog cleans up the shadow
clone is slower than before, which gives Lu Yuan more calm time to
create a new shadow clone.

The green dog seemed to be trapped in the mire for a while, unable to
break out of the shadow clone and attack Lu Yuan himself.

Its blood-colored eyes suddenly showed a more tyrannical and angry
roar, and then it made a scream again, and a terrifying sound wave
emerged, spreading in all directions, and a large number of shadow
clones shattered directly.

Lu Yuan was also pierced by the scream once again, spurting blood all
over his body.

I have to say that this is the most difficult-to-prevent and unstoppable
move for the Green Dog, which makes Lu Yuan feel a headache.

The first time he was hit by the scream, Lu Yuan was far away from his
consciousness directly, and there was no broken shadow in
exchange.



As soon as Lu Yuan finished the exchange, the Green Dog had already
appeared in the place where Lu Yuan had been before.

Looking at the shadow clone in front of him, the green dog roared and
smashed him, and then let out a scream again.

Lu Yuan had just recovered, and he was stabbed with sharp pain
again.

His heart is a little condensed, so he can scream continuously?

It could not do this before, is it because its strength has become
stronger?

Lu Yuan coughed up blood again and again, and his body reappeared
on the shadow clones scattered in other areas.

At the same time, Lu Yuan once again glanced at the green dog that
had appeared at Lu Yuan's previous location.

The gray mist spread, and the green dog's body shook. There were
blood stains on his body, and the blood spilled out.

The third scream that had been planned was interrupted.

Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes and controlled a large number of shadow
clones to pounce on the green dog again.

At the same time, he took out a mouthful of the charm that looked like
a diamond, and his spiritual power penetrated, the charm flashed,
and a ray of light melted into Lu Yuan's brain.

Lu Yuan also knew that although his mental power was extremely
powerful, there was no way to effectively resist mental attacks. For
this, Lu Yuan was naturally prepared.

This is Lu Yuan's charm to increase his spiritual power. After being
evolved by Lu Yuan, he has reached the Emperor rank.



After using the charm, Lu Yuan took out the potion again, and the
spirit fruit and others used it together.

Although they are all Tier 6 imperial ranks, there are a lot of them,
and Lu Yuan has once again increased his mental power by a few
percent, so as not to suffer too much damage and cause accidents.

At the same time, the green dog condensed a shield of red rays to
withstand the attack of the shadow clone, and then opened his mouth
and screamed again.

The shadow clone also increased with Lu Yuan, and the shadow clone
that was slightly farther away was much illusory this time, but it was
not directly shaken apart, only about two-thirds of it was shaken
apart.

Although Lu Yuan himself still felt the pain in his brain, he had not
suffered more damage.

The corner of Lu Yuan's mouth raised, showing a slight smile, and
once again controlled the surviving shadow clone to rush towards the
green dog, while continuing to create more shadow clones, and was
also wary that the green dog would suddenly use the power of space
to appear in front of him. Ensure the solidification of the space around
the shadow clone.

Even, Lu Yuan also used the suppression of gravity, and the pull of
gravitational repulsion constantly interfered with the green dog's
actions.

This greatly increased Lu Yuan's spiritual power consumption rate. He
would use a seventh-order spiritual crystal every minute or so to
ensure sufficient spiritual power.

The green dog roared and was besieged. From time to time, he used
curses to attack Lu Yuan, and from time to time, he used screaming to
get out of the trap, but there was no good way.



As for the other attacks of the Green Dog, although it can kill a lot of
shadow clones, there is no way to kill all the shadow clones. It just
consumes its own power.

With the passage of time, in just half an hour, Lu Yuan became more
and more relaxed, and he found that all aspects of the green dog had
begun to weaken.

The scarlet armor on it once again receded~www.mtlnovel.com~ and
turned into the original green.

The attack before was obviously its hole card, and it had a time limit.

And as the green lin armor appeared again, the green dog's breath
became weaker and faster.

"Damn human!"

The green dog also found that something was wrong, and let out a
scream and roar, and the green mist surged all over, trying to rush
out of the circle of shadow clone.

It's a pity that it couldn't break out of the encirclement even before,
let alone now?

When the blood and light around the green dog completely dissipated,
and the aura was even lower than before, Lu Yuan easily suppressed
the green dog with hundreds of shadow clones and six floating
cannons.

The green dog condensed a green mask around his body, smashing a
shadow clone to pieces. At this moment, a gray palm appeared on its
head, reaching out and scratching it.

The next moment, the green dog's body's breath stagnated, and then
the Lin Jia became much dim, and his breath became weaker.

The sword light of the shadow clone fell on the green dog's light
shield, smashing the light shield, and all the remaining sword light



was cut on the green dog's body, causing the green dog to scream
and growl.

Lu Yuan did not give the Green Dog a chance to counterattack, and
successive attacks were cut out from the sword of the shadow clone,
and together with the floating gun’s spiritual light beam, the Green
Dog was submerged.

After the green dog's breath completely dissipated, Lu Yuan slowly
stopped.
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